
 

 

PRACTICE PROWESS 

Mastering the Art of Practice 

 

An essential part of being a musician is mastering the art of practice. It’s important that we establish                  

effective practice routines to actualize results and make progress, for we spend more of our time alone at                  

the piano than we do with our teacher. Nothing is more discouraging than sitting down to practice and                  

finding ourselves in a stalemate. 

 

So, how do we practice? Accumulate tiresome hours, requiring marathon endurance? Play each piece from               

start to finish as many times as possible? Wander through assignments and hope to find ‘the secret’? 

 

Effective practice is deliberate and efficient. We can develop a mindset to cut through inefficient patterns                

and find success sooner than we imagine. Think of it as honest presence with focused intention. To be                  

fully present, we commit to a space (mental and physical) free of distraction and break our practice into                  

realistic and sizable portions. And if we are not careful with our time and approach, we lose focus and                   

purpose. 

 

 

 

 

Let’s run through a few common powerless practice mistakes: 

  

1. You believe practice should be a predetermined length of time: If you don’t practice for at least                  

30 minutes it won’t mean much, so you decide to play what you can distractedly (answering texts,                 

checking social media alerts, thinking about what’s for dinner). 

  

2. You practice start to finish: You decide to work on an assignment (method book, classical repertoire,                 

jazz lead sheet, pop tune) and simply run through it as many times as possible from start to finish. Every                    

time you play your intro is flawless and your favorite part to play; middle section is difficult containing                  

many pauses; ending is completely foreign with wrong notes to figure out later. 

  

3. You practice too fast: Often without even noticing, you are like a driver’s ed student that accelerates,                  

decelerates, and occasionally slams the brakes when difficult sections come. 

  

4. You practice without a pencil: You assume you will remember or notice everything you need to in                  

any given assignment. 

  

5. You ‘play’ rather than practice: You want to learn so many new pieces but have only two that you                    

work on in lesson. You find yourself running through old, already mastered pieces and/or experimenting               

with new ones.  You feel satisfied because just sitting down and playing is better than nothing. 

  

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Now let’s review these common scenarios and turn powerlessness into prowess: 

  

1. Quality not quantity: The good news is that practice sessions don’t have to be long! One can only                   

focus for 15-25 minutes at a time, a mere matter of human physiology and how our brain works. We can                    

sit there for hours but our mind will only be present for some of that time. If committing to a block of time                       

feels like a good motivator, then set a timer for 15-25 directed minutes and take small breaks in between.                   

This will be far more effective than hours of undirected time. 

  

If you only have 20 minutes to practice, that’s fantastic! You don’t have to master everything in one                  

practice session; this is why you have a week in between lessons. Intentionally commit to your focus                 

and leave the distractions for the other side. You will be surprised how much can be accomplished if you                   

are honestly present. Becoming a good pianist is built on small but strong steps. Rome wasn’t built in a                   

day! 

  

2. ‘Start to finish’ is a time waster: Worst of all, playing through mistakes creates more mountains to                  

climb and we don’t have time for that! Again this comes down to physiology and how muscle memory                  

works. Going back to the beginning every time ensures that you continue to make the same mistakes and                  

engrains anxiety in the muscles. Your body will memorize mistakes just as easily as it will memorize how                  

to play a passage correctly which makes the learning process unnecessarily difficult. The goal is to get it                  

right every time, even if that is just a handful of times within a practice session. This creates fluid muscle                    

memory…finding the sweet spot. 

  

The solution: Break music into sections and isolate problematic passages; it’s a waste of time to start                 

with passages already mastered and leave the problems for later (which really means never). You already                

know your trouble spots so start there. Play these sections without making a mistake at least 5 times                  

SLOWLY. One more time…SLOWLY! This is focused intention. There is nothing more rewarding than              

playing something well all the way through, and you will have that wonderful experience but not until                 

you’re ready for it. 

  

3. Play at the right tempo (which is almost always SLOWER): It’s human nature to rush everything.                 

Musicians that excel learn and appreciate the art of slow practice. No questions asked. Rachmaninoff, who                

is known for his fast and very difficult piano compositions, was deliberate about slow practice. Here is a                  

great recollection from Abram Chasins’ book ‘Speaking of Pianists’ as he describes a time he showed up                 

for a lesson with Rachmaninov …… 

  

Rachmaninov was a dedicated and driven perfectionist. He worked incessantly, with infinite patience. Once              

I had an appointment to spend an afternoon with him in Hollywood. Arriving at the designated hour of                  

twelve, I heard an occasional piano sound as I approached the cottage. I stood outside the door, unable to                   

believe my ears. Rachmaninov was practising Chopin’s etude in thirds, but at such a snail’s pace that it                  

took me a while to recognise it because so much time elapsed between one finger stroke and the next.                   

Fascinated, I clocked this re-markable exhibition: twenty seconds per bar was his pace for almost an hour                 

while I waited riveted to the spot, quite unable to ring the bell. (Chasins, Abram. 1967. Speaking of                  

Pianists. New York: Knopf, 44.) 

  

When you are ready to piece your hard work on a song together, remember that you can only play as fast                     

as your most challenging spot. This is honest presence. If we start too fast, slow down, speed back up,                   

slow back down…we create chaos in the rhythm and can’t settle into our music with confidence. The                 

hardest passage should determine your practice tempo. 

 

  

 

  

 




